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Student Senate holds competition for MWMF tickets
T

he hunt is on at Winona State
University for free tickets to this year's
Mid West Music Fest.
The public relations committee published
clues to a photo scavenger hunt around
campus for students. Public relations
director Adam Grinsell and the committee
set up the interactive hunt
Tickets for Mid West Music Fest are
valued at $50 each, and students who win
the scavenger hunt will win a pack of two
tickets.
"It's kind of like a 'bring a friend' deal,"
Grinsell said. "Any person who submits a
photo has a potential to win."
Clues for the hunt include taking pictures
with favorite professors, a photo of a
Mugshots performer and many more places
around campus.
"It involves more students on campus,"
Grinsell said, "rather than just posting the
promotion on Facebook."
The clues were published through WSU
Update and on Student Senate's Facebook
page. Students have to post the photos to
the Student Senate's Facebook or Twitter
page with the hashtag #WSUSS.
The scavenger hunt will continue until
the end of March just after the Timeflies
concert on March 29. Students will have a
chance to submit photos of the concert for
one of the clues.
So far there have been five submissions
to Student Senate's social media pages and
a few email submissions.
"We expected at least a handful of
submissions," Grinsell said. "It's always
hard to tell with this kind of thing."
In addition to the scavenger hunt, the
public relations committee is also hosting a
March Madness bracket competition. The
top 20 most successful brackets will be able
to claim a free Mid West Music Fest ticket.
On the contraiy to the scavenger hunt,
Grinsell said the response to the bracket
competition was overwhelming.
"We came up with the idea last minute,"
Grinsell said. "Within an hour, we had 98
people join the competition."
Mid West Music Fest will be held April

A FRIEND' DEAL.
ANY PERSON WHO
SUBMITS A PHOTO
HAS A POTENTIAL TO
WIN. IT INVOLVES
MORE STUDENTS ON
CAMPUS RATHER
THAN JUST POSTING
THE PROMOTION ON
FACEBOOK
*

24-26 at various locations around Winona
including Jefferson's Pub and Grill and the
'
Masonic Temple,
Students can also send the photos
to the Student Senate email address,
StudentSenate@winona.edu.
BY JORDAN GERARD

news reporter
jgerardll@winona.edu

Winona State junior Hannah Koivu posted her selfie from the Harriet Johnson Auditorium
balcony for the M^MF ticket contest.
CONTRIBUTED BY HANNAH KOIVU
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Students choose volunteer work over beaches for break
F

or many, spring break means sunny beaches, hot
sun and white sand. For Melissa Van Grinsven and
Shawnessy Mohawk, this year's spring break meant
something different: leadership.
Each of the girls entered a photo into the nationwide
"Lead the Break" contest. This contest encouraged
students to show how they spent their spring break as a
local leader within their community.
Van Grinsven's submitted photo captured her and her
friends' time volunteering for Feed My Starving Children,
a non-profit Christian organization. Volunteers like Van
Grinsven hand-packed healthy meals for malnourished
children. Once packed, the meals were shipped to more
than 60 countries around the world.
She said, "Thirty-nine children are going to be fed for
one whole year because of the hour of packing I helped
partake in."
The event Van Grinsven participated in took place at
her local church back home. She said she has volunteered
for this organization a few times in the past, so when
she heard they were going to be at her local church, she
jumped at the opportunity to help pack meals again.
The time volunteering passed quickly since Van
Grinsven and her fellow volunteers made a competition
out of the day. They created teams and raced each other to
see which team could pack the most bags in an hour.
Shawnessy Mohawk, health educator and health and

wellness advocate club co-adviser, also volunteered her
time over break. Her "Lead the Break" submission was a
picture of a "Hello, Beautiful" Bedsider t-shirts, a health
and wellness program at Winona State.
Mohawk said Bedsider serves as a useful resource for
students to learn about their birth control options, to better
manage their birth control and to help avoid pregnancy
until both partners are financially and emotionally ready.
Winona State University is the only campus in
Minnesota with a Bedsider program.
Over the duration of spring break, Mohawk and Winona
State's Bedsider group planned for events and programs
coming up on campus. They created educational materials
to raise awareness about available contraceptives and
promotional materials to engage student attention about
getting tested for STDs.
The "Hello, Beautiful" shirts will be given out as prizes
at the Bedsider events.
Over break, Mohawk found out she was selected
to represent Winona State's Bedsider at a regional
conference in Charleston, 111., at the end of March. She
spent part of her spring break researching what she is
going to present at the conference.
The Health and Wellness Advocate Club encourages
students to submit a spring break photo to Instagram with
the hashtag #LeadtheBreak and #WinonaState.
The contest goes through the end of April. Students who

I 7:10 p.m.
Security apprehended two juveniles for causing damage to bikes on campus.
Winona Police was notified and transported the two juveniles to the Law
Enforcement Center

'-NINE CHILDREN
AREMG TO BE FED
FOR ONE WHOLE YEAR
BECAUSE OF THE HOUR
OF PACKING I HELPED
PARTAKE IN.
-MELISSA VAN GRMSVE
submit a photo are entered in a drawing for the chance to
win an Apple MacBook Air or an Apple iPad.

BY JESSICA BENDZICK
news reporter

jbendzickl 0@winona.edu

I 8:14 p.m.
A student reported concerns of a friend (WSU Student) and
requested a welfare check. The student was eventually located by
the police off campus and found to be okay. The student also made
contact with Security when they returned to campus.

11:51 a.m.
A resident of Prentiss-Lucas reported some person(s) apparently threw an
ice chunk at their window causing it to break

• 11:15 p.m.
Residence Life requested assistance with a possible drug violation in
Tau.

I 10:20 p.m.
Several students were cited for an alcohol violation in Lourdes Hall. The
matter was referred to the hall director

MARCH 7
I 12:35 a.m.
Several students were cited for an alcohol violation in Lourdes Hall. The
matter was referred to the hall director

• 9:05 a.m.
A staff member reported the theft of some audio equipment from Lourdes
Hall. The theft took place sometime in December

MARCH 9
I 7:28 a.m.
Security was summoned to the lobby of Maria Hall where a student was
found sleeping in the entry way. The student had been intoxicated and
disoriented. The student was found to be okay and was provided with a
ride back to his residence hall (Main Campus).

March, 26 2014

EH
13:15 p.m.
A student reported the theft of his laptop, iPad and cell phone from
his room on campus. The matter was referred to the director of
security. The theft took place sometime during the afternoon of
March 16.

MARCH 18
I 8:46 a.m.
A student reported the theft of some university property at an offcampus location. The matter was referred to law enforcement and
the director of Security.
I 9:00 a.m.
Library staff reported the theft of covers to some bean bag chairs. It
was reported that the thefts took place sometime within the past
three months.
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Int'l club hosts 27th annual dinner
Students and
community are
invited to
experience
cultural
performances
and meals

W

e are all international people,
according to Nadia Koranteng, a
senior and co-president of the International
Club at Winona State University.
Each year the international club organizes
the International Dinner to give students and
community members the opportunity to experience
other cultures. This year the event will be from 6-9
p.m. Saturday, April 12.
The International Dinner includes a variety of food
and entertainment from all over the globe. The club tries
to serve dishes from every continent, so dinner is served
buffet-style to encourage people to try a variety of
dishes. Throughout the evening, different forms
of entertainment will take place showcasing the
different cultures.
International students from Winona make the menu
and prepare the dishes.
Non-international students may volunteer their time as
well. The international club includes a variety of people
from various backgrounds and hosts events which
applaud the rich diversity at Winona State.
John Otis, the co-president of the international
club, said "Winona has a very diverse student
population," and the dinner "is one of the special
events that celebrates everyone."
Otis became involved in the club during
his first semester at Winona State. He
became secretary before becoming copresident.
Koranteng also worked her way
up from public relations officer to
vice president until reaching the
title of co-president with Otis.
Like many members of the
club, Kornateng joined to meet
a variety of people and help other
students and Winona State appreciate the
cultural diversity here.

iW/////
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ALICIA ALVERSON

See DINNER, page 5
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DINNER

cont. from pg. 4

Planning for the event is extensive, according to
Otis and Koranteng, who began planning this past
September.
In the past, the International Dinner has hosted as
many as five hundred guests, which makes accurate
food and budget estimations a necessity. Otis and
Koranteng delegate the work to different committees,
but, as presidents, they have to oversee every
committee throughout the process.
The planning has paid off in the past with high
turnouts, as they hope it will again this year for the
27th Annual International Dinner. The club will be
selling tickets in advance, $12 for students and $18 for
the public. Tickets will also be available at the door

with a $3 increase in costs, except for children under
five, whose tickets remain at $8.
Koranteng said she encourages students, faculty
and community members to come to the International
Dinner and to remember as "international people"
we all have culture to share and more cultures to
experience.

in Winona
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ArtMuse
BY VICTORIA MCKENZIE

Time: 8 a.m - 8 p.m.
Place: Paul Watkins Hall Gallery

news reporter

vmckenziel 2@winona.edu

@Winonan

Time: 2 p.m.
Place: Dining Rooms C & D
Kryzsko Commons

Time: 2 p.m.
Place: New Center West
Have a cup of coffee and
meet with ELC students.
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN

Colleges
Online

An onBne Associate of Arts «S Science degree

Earn credits toward your degree
this summer while having the
flexibility you need with the
University ofWisconsin Colleges
Online. And, at $238 a credit, our
classes can save you money, too!
• Less Cost

Spring Concert: Timeflies
Place: McCown Gym
Special guest: D-PRYDE
Contact: UPAC@winona.edu

Time: 2 & 4 p.m.
Place: PAC Recital Hall
Michael Meyer &
Jessie Christian

• Fully Online
• Flexible Schedule
• Great UW Professors

f«i row

Register now for
summer classes.

ONLINE.UWC.EDU/REGISTER • 877-449-1877
March 26, 2014

Place: Upper Hyphen
Kryzsko Commons
Contact: JOtis11@winona.edu

Asian Pacific American
Time: 7 p.m.
Mace: East Hall, Kryzsko Commons
Contact: AHInes@winona.edu
News *5
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Gender discrimination prevalent in workplace, survey says
A pproximately 84 percent of female students at Winona
xm.State University believe there is still significant
gender discrimination in the workforce, according
to an informal survey conducted by a group of mass
communication students.
Tamara Berg, the director of women's and gender
studies at Winona State, said there is definite overt and
subtle discrimination which is still prevalent in the
workforce.
Gender inequality in the workplace has been a
popular topic this year, partially due to President Obama
mentioning the wage gap during the 2014 State of the
Union Address.
This discussion has raised the question universally of
why this inequality still exists in the 21st century.
According to the Winona State survey, approximately
62 percent of respondents knew of someone who had been
discriminated against or had experienced discrimination
themselves due to their gender.
This prevalence of discrimination for these college
students has led some respondents to voice a number
of concerns about entering the workforce. These
apprehensions range from the more general concern of
being paid adequately to how to juggle family and career.
Respondents to the survey voiced concerns such as
being considered pushy if they are assertive, balancing
career and family, and receiving less pay than their male
counterparts.
"I am entering a workforce that is pretty maledominated and am afraid that if I speak my mind, I will be
considered bossy," Kjersten Fisher, a freshman pre-med
major, said.

Berg said research shows women have to be seen
as aggressive enough but not too aggressive in a job
interview in order to be considered hirable.
Research has also shown that women are more likely to
ask for lower starting pay and lower raises partially due to
social conditioning.
"A lot of times women don't negotiate as well for things
like initial salary or benefits, which can have long-term
effects on pay equity," Berg said.
According to Berg, men are more socially conditioned
to negotiate for things like higher initial wages and find
this type of negotiating more socially acceptable than
women.
Due to this tendency to not ask for higher wages and
raises and other socially influenced choices, some people
believe women don't get paid the same as their male
counterparts for good reason.
A common response to discussions about the gender
wage gap is women are paid less due to their job choices,
their inability to negotiate for higher wages, and less time
spent working because of maternity leave and childcare.
Approximately 18 percent of respondents said they
believed one reason women make less on average than
men is that women work less due to family concerns.
This is a common argument for people who believe the
wage gap is a result of women's choices.
For women with concerns about balancing work and
family, Berg advised that they not worry about how their
career would affect family life until they have a reason to
be worried.
"You just can't predict long-term when you're going to
have children," Berg said. "Even if it's in your plan, you

really don't know what's going to happen, so investing in
your career is probably good advice."
Another reason that comes up in discussion of the
gender wage gap is women choose lower-paying jobs.
In response to this, Berg had a couple theories. She said
it is more common to see women in teaching positions and
men in higher positions like engineering. She questioned
why women choose these types of jobs.
"It's very complicated because women aren't just
deciding to go into low-paying jobs," Berg said. "How
can we do more so that women don't feel like they're just
relegated to a certain type of profession?"
Berg said that as more women enter the workforce, she
expects to see the value of work change and the gender
stereotypes to change with it.
For women currently seeking positions in the workforce,
Berg had a few pieces of advice.
She advised women to find an employer with whom
they are comfortable and who expresses an attitude of
acceptance toward women; she said it is important for
women to also seek out mentors in their workplace and to
create their own networks. She said she believes this type
of support is a necessity. Berg also said it is necessary to
be open and honest about salary.
"Knowledge is power in terms of equal pay," Berg said.

BY ELISE NELSON
guest contributor

enelson08@winona.edu
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An informal survey concluded 84 percent of female students at Winona State believe there is significant gender discrimination in the workforce.
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TAYLOR NYMAN

A group of students in Lourdes Hall gets together to watch some Friday night basketball.

S

pring has arrived, and along with
it the return of March Madness,
an immensely popular basketball
championship tournament for college
campuses nationwide.
Beginning on March 18 with the "First
Four" and continuing through to April 7,
March Madness is the informal name for a
single-elimination tournament organized by
the National College Athletic Association
(NCAA). It is held to determine the
national championship out of 68 prominent
college basketball teams.
The popularity of this event is evident at
Winona State University. Last week nearly
every television set in Kryzsko Commons
was tuned into the numerous games being
played, and vast numbers of students
gathered to shamelessly root for their
chosen teams.
While many students form pools and
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place bets, others opt to fill out their own
bracket individually.
The appeal of this event is not limited to
students. Winona State faculty are known
to participate as well. Caroline Morris, a
professor in the history department, is one
such person.
"I almost always fill out a bracket or
two," Morris said. "And I usually find
the time to watch several of the games.
Because a great deal of my research has
involved the history of twentieth-century
American sports, I have a personal interest
in college basketball. But I am part of some
longstanding pools, too."
After the "First Four" games, the Second
Round involves 64 teams divided into four
sections: South, West, East and Midwest.
On March 22, the third round dropped the
number of competing teams to 32.
Continuing on, the next round is known

as the "Sweet 16," followed by the "Elite
8," the "Final 4," and eventually leading to
the decisive championship game on April
7.
But it's not always fun and games. A
recent statement released by the Minnesota
Department of Human Services zeroed
in on the problems that arise on college
campuses nationwide during March
Madness.
According to the National Council of
Problem Gambling (NCPG), 67 percent of
all college students bet on sports, and so
March is seen as a month where this issue
could further manifest itself.
The statement goes on to note the risk of
class attendance dropping off during March
Madness, although this does not seem to be
an issue on our particular campus.
"I've never noticed class attendance
affected by the tournament," Morris

said. "One year, I stumbled on a student
streaming a game in class." Morris said this
incident didn't happen at Winona State,
adding it was unlikely it ever would.
"I gave him the option of accepting
a zero for his daily participation grade
or giving a five-minute report to the
class about the rise of women's college
basketball ca. 1900. He gave a great
report."
Still, March Madness has a huge
presence at Winona State already, and it
has only just begun.

BY ANDREW FITZGERALD

feature writer
afttzgerald08@winona.edu
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Shaming our way to skinny?
A

s obesity rates continue to rise on a global scale,
America is putting more emphasis on getting fit.
Between First Lady Michelle Obama's "Let's Move!"
campaign and a plethora of weight loss programs, America
is fighting against obesity one person at a time.
However, a recent book written by a Winona State
University professor says as people fight against obesity,
they neglect the fight against the stigmas that are related to
the problem.
The stigmatized wrongs concerning obesity in the world
and society's role in addressing the problem are discussed
in professor April Herndon's book "Fat Blame," set to
be released on May 5 and available for purchase now on
Amazon.
The book, through all the work, she says, was always a
goal of hers.
"I won't believe it's real until I actually get the paper
copy in my hands," Herndon said. "It was a life goal to
write that book."
Herndon, an associate professor of English and affiliated
with the women's and gender studies department, took a
yearlong sabbatical last year to finish this book.
Starting last year on the day she turned in final grades,
Herndon would wake up at eight in the morning and write
until five at night, during an intense nine-month writing
spree.
A book on this particular topic was important for
Herndon. For the better part of her life, Herndon was
overweight, weighing around 300 pounds. When her mom
was diagnosed with diabetes, Herndon visited a nutritionist
to get help lowering her blood sugar.
After losing 120 pounds, Herndon was able to see the
changed perspective of how people viewed her.
"I knew as a large person that I was not treated in the
world the way thin people were," Herndon said. "When
I lost weight, it became more clear to me how differently
people treated me as a thin person, and that just made me
even more angry because it's so wrong to treat people
badly based on body size."
From her firsthand experience, Herndon was compelled
to write "Fat Blame." She wanted to begin discussing
the issues of how people lose weight, how society views
weight gain, especially towards women and children, and
the practices used to achieve weight loss.
"We have done this weird thing where we talk about
it socially, but then we expect people to take personal
responsibility for it and actually do things to their body,"
Herndon said. "We have no evidence that these practices
are making people thinner or healthier, and in a lot of cases
these are more harmful."
The practices, sometimes meant to be encouraging,
come with negative connotations.
"I know people have this weird idea where they think
shaming people to death makes them lose weight, but it
just makes people feel terrible about themselves," Herndon
said. "There's nothing about that that makes people
healthy. There's nothing about that that makes people want
to lose weight."
One of the social issues Herndon scrutinizes is the
growing trend of using obesity as a way of interfering with
a woman's reproductive rights, where women perceived as

8»Life

April Herndon is back in her office after taking a year off to write her book, "Fat Blame

being too fat are told they cannot have children.
"We're actually at a time where women are now being
expected from even way before they become pregnant to
become thin, not to eat over a certain amount of calories
for the fear that they will reproduce fat children."
The issues discussed within the book are reflected and
integrated into Herndon's seminar class, looking at the
way fatness is addressed and believed to be eliminated and
breaking it all down.
Students in Herndon's class said their views on obesity
and the rest of society have changed dramatically from this
class. For senior Christian Cassman, the class has exposed
the complexities and different elements of the issue.
"My views concerning obesity were very simple prior to
Dr. H's class: fat is bad, unhealthy, undesirable," Cassman
said. "This class however, reveals just how complex
the issue really is. So many influences contribute to our
attitudes about weight, such as biomedical and social

JESUS CAZARES

assumptions, which often work together to suggest that
fat is the enemy, a message which is widely distributed
throughout society by the media."
Senior Leah Dobihal shared how Herndon's class has
changed the way she approaches the topic.
"I feel so much more aware of the way our society
stigmatizes fat and feel a greater responsibility now to
change my own views and assumptions. When you really
dig deeper, this subject contains so much more than it
seems on the surface," Dobihal said.
Herndon has shared her gratitude towards those who
helped her achieve her lifelong goal and passion.

BY SAMANTHA STETZER
feature writer

sstetzerl 2@winona.edu
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Saint Patrick's Day brought a lot of sparkly, green pride to Winona State University.

T

here's a common saying: "everyone
is Irish on St. Patrick's Day." Going
by looks, it seemed to hold up at Winona
State University for 2014's installment.
Winona had a rare stretch of green in
an otherwise wintry March. Students
dressed up in droves to show St. Patrick's
Day spirit, sporting green shirts, sweaters,
headbands and ties with four-leaf clovers
on them.
But, for most students, the color was as
far as it went. Gina Scott, a freshman from
Stacy, Minn., is not, in fact, Irish, not even
on St. Patrick's Day.
She did, however, wear an obligatory
green headband and eye makeup.
"Just a little," she said, "So I don't get
yelled at."
For many students, St. Patrick's Day
is just a day with a dress code—and an
opportunity to heckle those who don't

March 26,2014

observe it.
"My friend Claire has red hair and
freckles," Scott said. "People are always
asking her, 'are you Irish? Where's your
green?"'
Beyond the green rale, Scott said, she's
not actually certain what St. Patrick's Day
is about. Since she has a night class on
Monday nights, her plans were to stay in—
and not get heckled.
St. Patrick's Day is a different story for
theatre major Brett Burger, a sophomore
from Andover, Minn.
"I was heckling people," he said.
Burger was dressed to the nines for St.
Patrick's Day with a pair of Kelly green
baseball shorts, a neon green zip-up hoodie
and a pair of loud, knee-high green socks.
He takes St. Patrick's Day seriously,
namely because he is Irish every day of the
year.

He wasn't shy about it.
"If you haven't seen 'Luck of the Irish,'
you're a communist," Burger said.
Celebrating with him was Bekah Bailey,
who has a theatre major and an Irish
heritage in common with Burger. The two
of them had grabbed shamrock shakes
from McDonald's earlier to mark the
occasion, and Bailey was dressed in a dark
green sweater for her St. Patrick's Day
attire. She recalled past St. Patrick's Days
she spent celebrating back in her home in
Coon Rapids, Minn.
"St. Patrick's Day was always low-key
with the fam-bam," she said.
In spite of the common aphorism, an
American St. Patrick's Day, Bailey said,
is actually a very different animal from
its Irish counterpart, which has its roots in
Catholic traditions.
For one thing, there's less running to

McDonald's for those shamrock shakes.
"A lot of [stores] are closed," she said.
And what about those four-leaf clovers?
"Four-leaf clovers are actually not the
right thing," Bailey said. "The three leaves
are supposed to be the Holy Trinity."
The two were looking forward to more
St. Patrick's Day festivities later that
evening. Whether Irish or not, Burger said,
everyone had a free ticket to celebrate.
"I welcome thee to the Irish clan," he
said.

BY HANNAH JONES
features editor
hjones09@winona.edu
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T

he snow and ice have (mostly)
melted. The birds are chirping.
With the warmer weather, some students
shed their coats. Others wear shorts. For
many students, these are the signs of
spring.
The first official day of spring was
March 20, otherwise known as the
vernal equinox. The date is symbolic
of spring, signaling warm weather to
come. On the vernal equinox, day and
night are of equal length worldwide.
But this doesn't mean a springy climate
has arrived with it.
In Minnesota, there are many years
when snow is still on the ground and the
weather is bitter. Last year on March 20,
the highest temperature was around 20
degrees. This year the high was around
40 degrees.
For student Megan Henle, the warm
weather is a signal that even warmer
weather is right around the corner.
"There were a couple of times when
the temperature kept below zero and I
questioned if spring would even come,"
she said. "When we get above 20
degrees, that's spring."
For Henle, spring brings a new,
vibrant season. While she will miss
playing in the snow and drinking hot
chocolate, she won't miss slipping on
the ice.
"I'm the kind of type to just roll with
it," she said. "But, it'll be nice to walk
around the lake."
Other students like Colten Klassen
are also looking forward to the warm
weather. The warm weather makes
Klassen's job as a delivery driver for
Toppers Pizza more bearable than in
winter.
"I hate cold," he said. "In the spring
it warms up and everything comes back
to life."
Not everyone is thankful and excited
that the frigid conditions will soon come
to an end—some students prefer winter

These photos, of green arass
poking its way toward the sun at
the Sustainabilitv House (top) and
frenzied snowflakes falling all
over campus (right), were taken
within 30 minutes of each other
on Monday afternoon.

weather. One of these students, Kaylee
Jakubowski, will miss the cold.
"In the spring it's just wet," she said.
Kelly Lantz is another student who
actually prefers the cold winter to warm
spring or summer.
"I think that winter hasn't stayed long
enough," Lantz said. "It was good for a
while when it was -30 in the cities over
break, but then it warmed up back to
zero, and I wasn't a fan."
While some are afraid winter will
make a comeback in April or May,
Lantz looks forward to the potential
cooldown.
"I know that eventually winter will
have to leave, but it always comes
back with a vengeance," Lantz said. "I
want it to come back! Last year it was
awesome when we got snow in May."
The potential for snow and low
temperatures may discourage students.
For Michelle Johnson, this is not the
case. She describes the spring as a
warmer winter.
"I've lived in Minnesota too long to
trust Mother Nature," Johnson said.
"But, it started getting warm and would
freeze again. You just know it will get
warm again and keep getting warmer."
Luckily, Minnesota weather is so
temperamental it's hard not to find at
least some tolerable conditions.
"I look at everything as a spectrum,"
Jakubowski said."And everything is so
unique each day. I can appreciate every
day as its own season."

*HmE|

BY ABBY DERKSON
feature writer
aderkson10@winona.edu
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Welcome, spring.
Photos by Marcia Ratliff
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Scott Rettburg demonstrates how technology interacts with art with poetry and film generators.

A

s part of the Digital Culture Speaker
Series, Winona State University
invited Scott Rettberg of the University of
Bergen in Norway to give a presentation
on the changing landscape of digital
media.
Rettberg is part of a digital revolution
that he believes has the potential to change
the way society uses and benefits from
literature and film.
Among Rettberg's current projects
is a film called "Toxicity." "Toxicity"
documents the experiences of people
living near the polluted Delaware River.
This river is affected by years of toxic
waste being distributed into the water
from nearby factories.
At the presentation, he touched on his
current project and showed students a new
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way to think about art media in a digital
age.
Junior Anne Swanson was anticipating
the presentation, eager to learn more
information that could be helpful to her
field.
"I'm an advertising major, so it would
be interesting to learn more about how
to incorporate more technology into
advertising," Swanson said.
Junior Sydney Norman was also looking
forward to the presentation. She and other
attendees were looking forward to seeing
something they hadn't seen before.
"It is great to be able to expand my
knowledge with these new ideas," Norman
said.
Some of Rettberg's most interesting
work is with electronic literature. At

the presentation, Rettberg showed the
audience his work with a computer
program that could generate poems.
"I took 200 of the most popular words
in the English language and put them into
this program that can generate several
thousand lines of poetry," Rettberg said.
The poetry generator creates a new
poem every time the program is entered.
As technology keeps changing and
advancing over time, Rettberg said, there
is a possibility that novels and stories may
be generated electronically as well.
The poetry generator can also
incorporate different poetic elements of
poetry into each poem. For example, the
program lets the user select rhymed or
unrhymed poetry. The program also lets
the user select the form of the poetry,

JESUS CAZARES

whether it is a haiku or a Shakespearean
sonnet.
Rettberg's more recent work has
transitioned from literature to film. Similar
to the poem generator, the film generator
creates a film from samplings of clips and
audio. Every time the film is played, the
order of the 160-voiceover narrations and
the pictures and film clips is different.
Rettberg's work has been featured at the
Beall Center in Irvine, Calif., the Slought
Foundation in Philadelphia, and at the
Krannert Art Museum and the University
of Illinois.

BY ELIZABETH PULANCO
feature editor
epulancol 2@winona.edu
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Professors go on break
M

ost college campuses become ghost
towns during holidays.
It's typically assumed that professors
and faculty are the only remaining proof of
civilization left on campus when students
jump ship for spring break.
Some students may imagine their
professors cooped up in their offices
grading frantically while they themselves
are off having fun.
But, this is hardly the case for most of
Winona State University's faculty.
This past spring break was enjoyable
for professors who were able to leave the
confines of their offices and have fun.
Like many of their students, some
professors took off to visit family
members.
Michael Bowler of the global studies
and world languages department enjoyed
his spring break with his daughters outside
of Winona on the weekends, traveling
to the University of Wisconsin-Stevens
Point to see his oldest daughter on the first
weekend.

"She's a theatre major, and she was in
the play 'The Crucible,"' Bowler said. "I
took my younger daughter along with me.
We had a great time in Stevens Point."
Bowler and his daughter also went up
to see the Gophers women's hockey team
play in their quarter-final game against
Boston University.
Afterward, it was off to the St. Patrick's
Day Irish Music and Dance Festival on
Sunday in Saint Paul, Minn.
Other highlights of Bowler's break
included cross-country skiing and
celebrating his mother's 92nd birthday.
That being said, it wasn't all fun and
games for Bowler.
"I mostly hung around here and graded
papers unfortunately," Bowler said. "I
stayed here during the week, but the
weekends were fun."
So just how often are professors grading
papers and tests? According to Bowler,
"Always."
"We had scheduled meetings, one of
them I missed because I was busy grading,

but we always have stuff going on,"
Bowler said. "You still have to work, but
you can get out and work at home."
Spring breaks don't always wind
up being fun for professors. In Jim
Armstrong's case, this past break was the
first spring break he was able to ever fully
enjoy.
"I never have had a good spring
break before, this is the first one ever,"
Armstrong, a member of the English
department faculty, said. "Usually I'm
grading papers or something annoying like
that."
So, what did Armstrong do on his first
fun spring break ever?
"I rode a bus to Chicago behind a
Grateful Dead fan who talked for five
hours about the Grateful Dead, so that was
kind of interesting," Armstrong said.
There were highlights and lowlights.
"When I was in Chicago, I stayed in The
Palmer House, which I always love," he
said, "and basically spent time working on
correcting papers."

From Chicago, Armstrong traveled to
his hometown of Kalamazoo, where he
spent three days scanning digital images
of his father's slides from when he was a
child. Beyond that, Armstrong drove to the
Twin Cities and the Boundary Waters to
enjoy snowshoeing.
So while there is work to be done by
professors on their breaks, they are also
able to get out and enjoy themselves.

BY MOLLY O'CONNOR
feature writer

moconnorl 0@winona.edu
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WHAT DID YOU THINK HAPPENED TO THE MISSING MALAYSIA PLANE FLIGHT MH370 BEFORE IT WAS FOUND?
JIM CLARK
SENIOR
HOLMEN, WIS.

YAOLI
GRADUATE STUDENT
CHINA

SARA MORSE
JUNIOR
APPLE VALLEY, MINN.

"I just think the plane
probably hit some bad
turbulence with weather
and jarred something loose
within the plane."

"Based on the reports, I
think it is pretty safe to say
that the plane was hijacked
and it is a terrorism attack."

7 think it will be just one of
those random phenomenon
that no one knows the
answer to."

EMILEEFEY
JUNIOR
EDGERTON, MINN.

COLLIN JOHNSON
JUNIOR
ROCHESTER, MINN.

MIKAELA GIRARD
JUNIOR
DELAFIELD, WIS.

"I really don't know what
to believe because there
are so many rumors and
speculation out there."

"I think the plane probably
crashed, and we just •
haven't found the debris
yet."

It's hard because we don't
have all of the pieces to
the puzzle and there isn't
enough evidence to make
any conclusions."

PHOTOS AND INTERVIEWS BY LEAH PERRI
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WSU student and friend start
fund for racing wheelchair
W

e've all heard the phrase "If you can dream it, you
can do it!" These common words now mean so
much more to the friend duo Garrett and Kelly.
In February, they had a conversation about Kelly's plans
to participate in The Color Run 5K in La Crosse, Wis. near
their hometown. Kelly mentioned to Garrett that pushing
him through the race in his manual wheelchair was an
option. He quickly agreed and said, "That'd be cool!"
Garrett, diagnosed at age five, has Duchenne muscular
dystrophy (DMD) and is full-time in his wheelchair since
about 2003. Nothing has stopped Garrett, or Gman as his
friends and family call him, from believing in his dreams
or achieving his goals.
Gman and Kelly have been the best of friends since they
met in fifth grade. Kelly was the new girl in school and
Garrett was quick in befriending her. From both playing
the clarinet in the school band to eating lunch with each
other nearly every day until graduation, these two have
been inseparable.
Even after high school graduation, when it's common
for friendships to dwindle away, theirs remained strong
and constant. Their original college choices added distance
to their relationship; however, video chatting, Facebook,
texts and phone calls allowed the two to remain connected.
Garrett has since moved back home and is attending a
school close to home. He is presently studying architecture
and Kelly is an education major.
In 2011, during their senior year, the music department
took a trip to Texas. Kelly accompanied Gman and his
parents in a rented van. Gman and Kelly formed a new
appreciation for one another as Kelly's eyes were opened

to the struggles and challenges of his daily life.
The trip was one of the events that Kelly remembers to
be motivating and inspiring. "I always knew there was a
reason we met, it took until that trip to pinpoint exactly
why. G makes me laugh and smile; he brings so much
happiness to everyone around him. I try my very best to
encourage his independence and help him when he needs
me."
This attitude and mindset is what sparked the duo's
latest endeavor: raising money to fund a custom race chair
to ensure him comfort as well as safety as they participate
in run/walks throughout their home state of Wisconsin.
Many concerns come with Garrett's progressive
muscular disease. Currently, he has a compression fracture
in his back and a hairline fracture in his hip. These injuries
are common for those with DMD, even for those who
are just going through their daily routines. Riding over
three miles in a manual chair would not be a comfortable
or safe ride for him. Kelly researched a couple different
kinds of chairs and said, "we can raise money for one by
September, no problem!"
It's been just shy of one month since the dream was
written down on paper and they are over halfway to their
monetary goal of $8,000. While the original idea of a basic
race stroller has transformed into a custom race chair and
one 5K has multiplied into three, their friendship has only
strengthened.
Kelly said, "Now we spend two nights a week together,
and I don't think we've ever cried and laughed so much
before. The support we've received from family, friends
and even strangers is just so amazing. Most days I'm

speechless. And that takes a lot."
Gman has been working out the details for his chair
with Adaptive Star in Selah, Wash. The duo started a blog
and created a Facebook page and an online donation site.
That's when the project really took off. They've been
connected with people and groups with the same mission
to rid the world of "I can't" attitudes and inspire others to
try things they haven't believed they could.
Since they can remember, they've always used the
phrase "walk & roll." It is used as the main inspiration for
their logo; the words walk and roll, the wheelchair symbol
and a running shoe, accented with some pretty nifty
flames. The most important part of their logo is the mantra
at the bottom: be brave, be strong, be you. Be brave to try
things you haven't before. Be strong to continue on your
journey. Most importantly, be you. You're the one who
does it best!
We will leave you with some words of inspiration from
Garrett: "I guess even if doctors say you can't do it, with
other people helping... friends and family, you can do
anything you want to."
If you'd like to contribute to their "Race Chair For
Gman" fund for the cost of the chair, maintenance, race
entries, transportation and any other costs that arise,
visit www.youcaring.com/racechairforgman or email
gmanandkelly@gmail.com.
CONTRIBUTED BY KELLY GARDNER AND
GARRETT WILLIAMSON

To learn more and get involved:
Follow their blog at www.
gmanandkelly.com
Like them on Facebook at www.
facebook.com/gmanandkelly
Donate online at www.youcaring.
com/racechairforgmam
Email at gmanandkelly@gmail.com
COPYRIGHT LYNSEY HOLM // HOLMADE PHOTOGRAPHY 2014. Used by permission.
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What I did for my last
spring break
I

'm a senior, so I am painfully
aware my days as a carefree college
student are numbered.
Not that college students don't have
their fair share of stressors (because
we sure do), but we get plenty of
perks that entry-level employees do
not.
Spring break is one of them.
And wowie, I am going to miss it.
It's a chance to escape the depressing
slog of March just after midterms, an
opportunity to change up the scenery
and the schedule, a time to recharge
for the last lap of the race.
And while I hope to go to graduate
school eventually, I will be spending
some time in the non-academic
workplace first.
So knowing, as I did, that my last
spring break (for a while) was upon
me, I wanted to do something exciting
that would only require me to blow a
small fortune, instead of a large one.
So I signed up to go backpacking
for a week in Zion National Park
with a group from the Winona State
University Outdoor Education and
Recreation Center.
And I have to say, it overwhelmed
my expectations for a last-shot, pull-

out-all-the-stops spring break.
There were eleven of us on the trip.
We climbed up a lot of hills and down
a lot of hills. We carried packs always
stuffed, it seems, with water and dirty
clothes and lots of pasta. We got a lot
of blisters. We used a lot of moleskin
to tape them up and keep hiking.
Surrounding our campsites on
successive nights were the white rocks
of Echo Canyon, the pines of the West
Rim and Northgate Peaks, the quiet
sands of Hop Valley and the gurgle of
La Verkin Creek.
For a week, I was very far away
from work and school, from email and
phone. Between deep and/or hilarious
conversations with my fellow hikers,
the silence was good for me. Beneath
Zion's huge sky, I remembered how
to think.
I never knew, or cared, what day of
the week it was.
I brought a ballpoint pen and ten
sheets of notebook paper stapled
together. Sometimes I sat on a rock
and wrote what had happened over
the past day or so. But other times,
I sat on a rock and wrote whatever
bubbled up to the surface of my mind,
preferring to reflect rather than record.

The rhythm of the woods reminded
me of how simple life can be. Wake
up, walk, eat, walk, make camp, sleep,
and do it all again. Listen to your
friends and to your body. Notice small
things, like lizards darting between
rocks or spiders in the sand.
One morning, some of us went a
little over a mile to the West Rim
Spring before dawn for water and
thought of the many people who make
longer treks every morning, without a
filter or a truckload of Nalgene bottles,
to do the same.
I also got to catch, on my way back
to camp, the best sunrise I have ever
seen.
All told, I spent around $500 for
spring break this year. But the value of
the experience I had far outweighs the
cost. I'm addicted to the wilderness,
and trekking across Zion only whetted
my appetite for more.
Hey, if I have another spring break
on the horizon, I'll do it all over again.
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Donaldson fifth in all-around
at National Championships
A

trio of Warrior gymnasts competed at
the National Collegiate Gymnastics
Association Championships on Friday,
March 21, and Saturday, March 23, at
Ithaca College in Ithaca, NY.
Junior Brooke Baures competed at her
third-straight NCGA Championships, while
sophomores Jade Donaldson and Brooke
Hiestand made their second consecutive
appearance at the championships.
On Friday, the three Warrior gymnasts
competed in their designated events for a
chance to qualify to the event finals held
the following day. Donaldson competed
in the all-around competition where she
finished fifth place overall with a careerhigh 37.975 to earn All-American honors.
She scored another career-high on the
floor exercise where she scored a 9.775 for
her performance. On the vault she scored
a 9.475, a 9.200 on the uneven bars and a
9.525 on the balance beam, all of which
contributed to her final all-around score.
Donaldson's vault score was high enough
to qualify and advance her to the event
finals on Saturday.
In the event finals, Donaldson placed
16th overall with a 9.450. Hiestand
and Baures competed for Winona State
University in their individual qualifying
events. Hiestand scored a 9.125 for her
balance beam routine and Baures earned
a 9.100 for her uneven bars routine. Both
Warriors scored just shy of advancing to
the event finals.
At the Wisconsin Intercollegiate Athletic
Conference Championships, the three
Warriors posted scores high enough to
advance to the NCGA Championship, but
fell short in qualifying a full team.
Baures had tied for sixth on the uneven
bars at the conference meet with a 9.450 to
earn her third trip to the NCGA meet.
Donaldson qualified in the allcompetition after placing fourth at the
WIAC Championships with a total score of
37.275.
Hiestand tied for second at the WIAC
Championships on the balance beam
with a 9.625 to advance to the National
Championship meet.
In the team competition at the NCGA
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Championships, the University of
Wisconsin-Whitewater earned its third
consecutive team title with a school record
of 193.025. Cortland State placed second
with a 191.00 and Brockport State rounded
out the top three with a 190.800.
The University of Wisconsin-La Crosse
placed fourth (188.550), the University of
Wisconsin-Oshkosh placed fifth (188.475),
Ursinus College placed sixth (186.750) and
host school Ithaca College placed seventh
with a 182.300.
Gymnasts from the WIAC swept each
of the event titles as well as the all-around
title.
Katie Fiorilli from UW-White water won
the all-around competition with a 38.750.
UW-Stout's Katherine Prouty earned the
silver with a 38.550 and UW-Oshkosh's
Krystal Walker was third with a 38.425.
Hamline's Courtney Benson was fourth
with a 38.050 and Donaldson rounded out
the top-five with her 37.975.
On the vault, UW-Whitewater's
Courtney Pickett won with a 9.775. Elise
Konikoff of Cortland State and Fiorilli of
UW-Whitewater tied for second, both with
scores of 9.750.
UW-Whitewater's Allyse Diernger
scored 9.800 for her uneven bars routine to
become an event-title champion on her first
of two events. Pickett, of UW-Whitewater,
picked up a silver medal on the uneven
bars with a 9.775 and Brockport State's
Stephanie Schuler was third with a 9.725.
UW-Whitewater's Diernger picked up
her second win on the balance beam where
she scored a 9.900. Brockport State's
Schuler was scored a 9.750 for her routine
to place second overall and Michaela
McCamey-Metropulos of UW-Eau Claire
was third with a 9.725.
On the floor exercise, Hamline's
Kambria Blakely scored a 9.900 to win
the event title. Cortland State's Courtney
Mangini was second with a 9.850, and
Benson of Hamline placed third after
scoring a 9.775 for her routine.

BY KYLIE BRIDENHAGEN
sports reporter
kbridenhagenl 1 @winona.edu

Warrior Veronica Peterson completes her floor routine on
Feb. 18 in Winona.

KYLIE BRIDENHAGEN
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Winona State women's soccer recruitment

I

n the past twenty years, Ali Omar, the head coach of
Winona State University women's soccer, has been able
to create a culture of excellence for his teams.
In 19 seasons as the head coach, Omar has led the team
to 11 NSIC Championships and six NSIC Tournament
titles. He led his teams to eight successive conference
crowns from 2004-2011, and his teams have been named
champions in 10 of the last 14 years.
This type of success begins with recruitment. Omar's
philosophy originates with finding students who want to
come to Winona State for the education.
"If they feel that Winona State is the place for them
and they do the homework themselves, they can go. And
obviously, if they have some soccer skills, I am much
more interested in seeing if she fits into what we have,"
Omar said.
Omar will spend time looking up recruits online,
looking at highlights and inviting them for a visit. He does
not believe in visiting their homes, because he wants them
to create their own home at Winona State.
Omar is looking for a student who is committed to

furthering her education at Winona State. He sees soccer
as a secondary concern and the student's education as the
primary.
"We try not to convince them. We want you to be
convinced that this is the place for you," Omar said.
The students are cultured into understanding they must
look towards their future outside of soccer.
"If you come here because of soccer only and you don't
care about your education, that is not how we work. At the
end of four years, you are actually going to the next step
of your life: finding a job. You are not going on to play
soccer," Omar said.
Omar wants students to understand soccer is a part of
their life, but only a minor portion. He wants players to be
comfortable at Winona State, and he wants them to pursue
their future.
"We make sure that this is clear. You are here for school,
and soccer is your number two. This is a choice and you
have to be committed," Omar said.
Omar's current team has an average 3.55 GPA. His
success has stemmed from the students understanding of

how committed they must be to their education and then to
their sports.
"We sometimes find one gem, and she is very good. But,
her academic interests are something that we don't have,"
Omar said. "So that's when I stop communicating because
I don't want to convince her to give up those interests to
just play soccer here."
But Omar still enjoys the little pleasures associated with
being a coach of one of his favorite sports.
"We are soccer junkies. Going out and watching soccer,
it is a hobby. And knowing that we are getting the kids
who will bypass the bigger schools. Figuring out who the
kids are and just discovering how they work. Seeing them
excel in the classroom and the soccer field. Those are my
favorite parts," Omar said.

BY CHRISTIAN SOPKOWIAK
sports reporter

csopkowiakll@winona.edu

Warriors split pair of doubleheaders in Missouri
A

fter a long, brutal winter, there's
nothing better than to get outside and
experience the spring weather. Though the
time hasn't quite arrived, it hasn't held the
Winona State University softball team back
from starting its season.
The Warriors began the season indoors
before heading down to sunny Orlando
over spring break, where they were
victorious in all of their games.
Winona State took its 15-1 record to St.
Joseph, Mo., for a couple of doubleheaders
between Emporia State and Missouri
Western State, looking to continue its
winning ways.
Jenny Nelson crushed a walk-off home
run to right field and allowedWinona State
to split its doubleheader matchup against
No. 21 Emporia State March 18 in St.
Joseph.
Emporia State gave Ashley Walker a
free pass to first base with two outs in the
bottom half of the eighth in the nightcap
of the doubleheader, which followed with
Nelson's walk-off home run, giving the
Warriors the victory.
The homer was a perfect finish to
Nelson's day, who went 2-for-4 with three
RBI in the 7-5 victory.
The Warriors dropped the opening game
of the doubleheader, 11-4, and once again
found themselves on the trailing end of the
scoreboard in the nightcap.
The Hornets flew out to a 5-0 advantage
after plating four runs in the top of the
third. Winona State started its comeback,
with a trio of runs in the third and one in
the fourth to pull to within one, 5-4.
After a pair of singles from Brooke
Piotrowski and Reed Karsten, Walker
smashed a double to left center, plating
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both base runners. Walker soon scored on a
sacrifice fly to cut the deficit to 5-3.
The Warriors recorded another run in the
fourth, with Karsten tripling to score Lexi
Perez, who had walked.
The Warriors tied the game in the bottom
of the sixth, with Nelson knocking a single
up the middle to plate Piotrowski.
After shutting out Emporia State in the
seventh and eighth innings, Nelson gave
the Warriors the victory, hitting her teamleading sixth homer of the season.
Karsten posted three hits for Winona
State in its nightcap victory while
Piotrowski also netted a pair of singles.
Hanna Lythberg improved her record
to 8-0 on the mound, giving up a pair of
earned runs while tossing a complete game.
The Warriors trailed early in the first
game, falling behind 3-0 thanks to
consecutive RBI doubles and another
run scoring single. A double from Jessica
Kullmann that scored two brought the
Warriors to within one.
The Hornets got one more run in the
bottom of the fourth, but Winona State tied
things up with a two-run single by Mary
Turitto in the fifth. The Warriors loaded the
bases with two outs in the inning, setting it
up for the freshman, who sent a single into
center field to square the game up at four.
Emporia State reclaimed the lead
with a run in the bottom of the fifth and
then added six in the sixth for an 11-4
advantage.
Turitto ended her day 2-for-4 with
a couple of RBI while Kullmann also
recorded her first multi-RBI game of the
season.
No. 20 Winona State posted its second
extra inning victory in as many days as the

team split a doubleheader against Missouri
Western State March 19 in St. Joseph, Mo.
The Warriors recorded a 2-1 victory in
the first game thanks to an RBI triple by
Brooke Piotrowski in the eighth inning
before dropping the nightcap 4-0.
The opener was battle of the pitchers,
with Winona State getting on the
scoreboard first in the top of the second as
Morgan Lintz smashed a solo home run to
right center to give the Warriors a 1-0 lead.
Missouri Western would knot things up in
the fourth, recording an RBI ground out
from Katie Klosterman.
The game went on to extra innings, with
neither team able to get another run across
in regulation. With Shannon Nelson on
second in the top of the eighth Piotrowski
got a triple to plate the game-winning run.
Junior outfielder and pitcher Ashley
Walker said, "I give credit for coming
back in both games to the confidence our
team has in each other. It doesn't matter
what the score is or who is in the batter's
box, we know that any member of our
team is capable of coming through in any
situation."
Three of the Warriors' four hits were

extra base hits, with Piotrowski getting
a double and triple and Lintz homering,
while Jessica Kullmann added a single.
Walker tallied the victory on the hill,
allowing five hits while giving up just
one unearned run. Walker struck out three
while improving her record to 5-2.
"As always it will be important to play
'our game,' which is high energy and full
of passion and pride this weekend against
St. Cloud and UMD," Walker said.
Missouri Western jumped out to an early
lead in the nightcap, getting a run in the
bottom of the first and chipping on three
more runs thanks to a pair of homers in the
third to record the 4-0 victory.
Winona State was stifled offensively,
with Lintz posting two of the team's five
hits on the game. Reed Karsten, Mary
Turitto and Allyson O'Herron also added
singles for the Warriors.
Winona State University (17-3 overall)
will head to St. Cloud and Duluth this
weekend for a pair of doubleheaders.

BY SAM THIEL
sports reporter

sthielll@winona.edu
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Warriors grab two wins over spring break
T

he Winona State University baseball
team returned from Florida with a tan
and two wins after playing six games over
spring break.
The Warriors started off their trip with a
7-3 win over Lynn University.
Winona State scored first after a double
from Jonathan Nelson in the second inning.
In the bottom of the fourth inning, Lynn
University managed to score and tie the
game.
It didn't last long, for the Warriors scored
six in the top of the fifth inning. Nelson
contributed to three of these runs by hitting
a home run.
In the eighth inning Lynn University
attempted a comeback by scoring two runs,
but Winona State came out on top 7-3.
In game two the Warriors faced Lynn
University again, but this time were
defeated 11-4.
Lynn University scored in the bottom
of the first and again in the second inning,
putting them up 2-0 going into the third
inning.
Winona State came back with four runs
in the top of the third after an RBI single
by Michael Hommes that scored Nathan
Krause, followed by a three-run home run
by Tyler Nehring. This gave the Warriors a
4-2 lead.
Lynn University tied the game in the
bottom of the fourth and continued to score
seven runs in the sixth inning, defeating the
Warriors 11-4.
Pitcher Will Lundquist and coach Kyle
Poock said the difference between the first
and second game against Lynn University
came down to the willingness to win.
"We were ready to play right off the bat.
We were excited to be in Florida and take it
to them, but the second game they came at
us with revenge," Lundquist said.
Poock said, "Lynn University is the
thirteenth-ranked team in the country, and
I think they looked at the second game
as 'hey, we can't let these guys beat us
again.'"
Nehring said the Warriors played well
in both games, but in the second game
they "gave up a big inning and eased up
offensively."
The following day Winona State played
Grand Valley State for their third game and
fell 7-3.
Hommes scored first for the Warriors in
the top of the first, followed by Nehring
after an RBI single by Brett Young.
Winona State lost their 2-0 lead after four
runs in the third inning from Grand Valley
State, but the Warriors answered in the top
of the fourth after Lucas Crimmins scored
Travis Evanson.
With the Warriors trailing by one, Grand
Valley State extended its lead by scoring
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three last runs in the bottom of the fifth
inning, defeating Winona State 7-3.
In game four, Florida Southern defeated
the Warriors 7-4.
Florida Southern scored the first run of
the game in the bottom of the first inning.
Winona State answered in the fourth inning
when Mike Wasilik scored off Evanson's
two-out RBI single.
After a sacrifice bunt by Michael
Hommes in the fifith inning, Lucas Warren
scored on a throwing error. Hommes and
Andrew Geislinger followed and scored
after Wasilik hit a single up the middle.
With the Warriors leading 4-1, Florida
Southern scored two runs in the bottom of
the sixth and brought the score within one.
Florida Southern took over the lead in
the bottom of the eighth after a three-run
home run, ending the game in a final score
of 7-4.
Winona State faced Ohio Dominican in
their fifth game and lost 6-4.
Ohio Dominican took a quick 2-0 lead
in the first inning on a two-run double, but
in the top of the third, the Warriors scored
after Nehring hit an RBI single and allowed
Hommes to score.
In the top of the fourth inning, Evanson
and Nathan Krause hit back-to-back
singles. Evanson eventually scored,
followed by Krause, after an RBI single by
Joseph Kubera, giving the Warriors the lead
3-2.
Winona State held this lead into the
bottom of the seventh inning, when Ohio
Dominican scored three runs.
Krause led off the eighth inning with a
run, but Ohio Dominican answered with a
run to end the game in a win over Winona
State 6-4.
The Warriors concluded their Florida trip
with a win over Tiffin 4-2. Kubera scored
Jordan Plamann in the second inning, and
Tiffin answered quickly with a run.
The score was tied 1-1 until the bottom
of the sixth when Winona State scored
Ipliii
two runs. Tiffin then came back with a run 'wmm
followed by an RBI single from Young
JESUS CAZARES
which gave the Warriors the final run of the Warrior sophomore lyier Nehring gets ready to catch a grounder.
game and the win 4-2.
play with the best teams in the nation, we
baseball field, after being stuck in the gym
Although the Warriors didn't come back
just need to work on closing out games."
for the past few months.
with a winning record, the team was happy
Poock said the Warriors played well
As the ground thaws and the warm
with the way they played and how the
against highly ranked teams overall.
weather returns, the Warriors will be able
games went.
"We played against some very good
to heat things up on the field in practice and
Nehring said, "Our focus was good
competition," Kyle Poock said. "What hurt
in games,
throughout the games. We were all there
us was that every losing game we had one
and working hard every game."
inning where we didn't make the right pitch
Poock said many of the things the
or play. We haven't been outside in a game
Warriors have worked on showed in the
situation enough to execute some of those
games.
things."
"We played really good defense, didn't
The baseball team has finally started
BY ALLISON MUELLER
have a whole lot of errors, and pitched
sports reporter
having practice outside, even though it is
pretty well," Poock said.
on the football field rather than their
amuellerl 2@winona.edu
Lundquist said, "It showed that we can
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Warriors halted by Northwest Missouri State in tournament
I
n what would turn out to be the last weeks of the
season, the Winona State University men's basketball
team reached the championship round of the NSIC/
Sanford Health conference tournament, ending in a loss
to Minnesota State. The Warriors also participated in the
NCAA Central Region Tournament but were bounced in
the opening round by Northwest Missouri State.
After beating Minot State, St. Cloud State and MSU
Moorhead, the Warriors were matched up against
Minnesota State in the championship game on March 4.
A struggling offense put the Warriors behind for most of
the night. As a team the Warriors shot 22-64 from the field
for a shooting percentage of 34.4. Minnesota State shot 52
percent from the field on the night.
The Warriors found themselves behind by double digits
until a late run cut their deficit to single digits.
Minnesota State, with 12 minutes remaining, held a
16-point lead until a layup by Riley Bambenek cut the lead
into single digits.
With one minute left in the game the Warriors had
managed to cut the Minnesota State lead to just six.
Minnesota State would not allow the Warriors to get any
closer as the game ended 75-66 in favor of Minnesota
State.

Bambenek, who scored 19 points once again, paced
the Warrior offense, ahead of his 17-point average in the
previous four NSIC Tournament games.
Mark Blacklock contributed 16 points and eight
rebounds for the Warriors, while Isaiah Gray scored ten
points to give the Warriors their third double-digit scorer.
The Warrior defense played well as Minnesota State
was forced into 12 turnovers. The Warriors finished the
tournament at 26-7 and took their record into the NCAA
Central Region Tournament.
In what would turn out to be the final game of the
season, the Warriors faced their opening round opponent
Northwest Missouri State in the NCAA Regional
Tournament on March 15. Again the Warriors found
themselves facing a double-digit deficit, this time as much
as 21 points.
Northwest Missouri took the first-half lead fast and had a
20-point lead at one point. The Warriors were able to take
down the lead to 13, and following a 3-pointer by Conrad
Masberg the Warriors were down 45-30 at the half.
The second half was the same story for the Warriors as
Northwest Missouri again used their 3-point shooting to
keep the Warriors in check. As a team, the Bearcats shot 55
percent from beyond the arc and 61 percent from the field.

With less than 15 minutes left in the game, the Warriors
were down by 21, but the defense allowed the Warriors
to slim the Bearcat's lead to 11 with less than 9 minutes
remaining. This is as close as the Warriors would get,
however, as Northwest Missouri shut down Winona State.
The Warrior offense struggled again, shooting 39 percent
from the field and 36 percent from the 3-point arc.
Bambenek and Gray, who each had 16 points for the
Warriors, led the Warrior offense. Joining Bambenek and
Gray with double-digit points was Masberg and Kellen
Taylor who played his last game as a Warrior. In his final
time playing as a Warrior, Taylor scored 12 points to go
with seven rebounds and three blocked shots.
The Warriors finished the season at 26-8, which is tied
for fifth best in Warrior history and marked the tenthstraight season the Warriors have won at least 20 games.
This season was also the third consecutive season the
Warriors have reached the 25-win plateau.

BY DILLON HOGAN

sports reporter
dhogan11@winona.edu

Track and field finishes fifth in postseason opener
T

he Warriors ended the indoor
track season at the NCAA Indoor
Championship in Winston-Salem, N.C.
March 15.
Elisa Kupferschmid and the 4x400
relay team made up of Kelsey Bethke,
Katie Bagley, Taylor Vogel and Catherine
Whitcomb were the five Warriors who
earned the trip to Nationals.
Warrior head coach Mason Rebarchek
said, "It's a great achievement when you
can make it to nationals."
The 4x400 relay team posted a time of
3:49.13 on their way to a ninth place finish.
The Warriors finished only 0.03 seconds
behind the school record and 2.62 seconds
from finishing the indoor season as an AilAmerican relay team.
Whitcomb said, "It's fun seeing your
collective hard work pay off like it did for
us this year."
Kupferschmid finished 13th in the

weighted throw. She totaled a distance of
16.72 meters. Kupferschmid also posted
a distance of 18.034 meters earlier in the
season, which is the seventh best in school
history.
Kupferschmid attempted a more difficult
throwing motion at nationals. Rebarchek
said they decided to do the three-turn
motion as opposed to the two-turn motion.
"She just didn't get it that time," Rebarchek
said.
The Warriors are scheduled to begin the
outdoor season Saturday in Rock Island,
111. The early forecast calls for sunny skies
and a high of 46 degrees.
As for Winona, the forecast calls for the
highs to range from the upper 20s to mid
30s throughout the week. Rebarchek said
the track is not ready yet but hopes the
Warriors will be practicing outside no later
than April 1.
"The weather is easily the biggest

difference from indoors to outdoors,"
Rebarchek said, "It's always 70 degrees,
calm and dry indoors."
According to Rebarchek the sprinters are
the most affected by the cold.
"We won't have them run in anything
colder than 35 degrees. The rest are okay;
they just need to bundle up," Rebarchek
said.
Another difference Rebarchek pointed
out is the size of the track outdoors. "When
people think of track they think of the
outdoor track. It's where we all grew up
running on, and it's much bigger than the
track at a field house," Rebarchek said.
Three NSIC teams are ranked in the
pre-outdoor season top 25. Wayne State is
ranked 11th and is followed by 18th-ranked
University of Mary and by Sioux Falls,
who is ranked 22nd.
On top of getting the team ready to
transition from the indoor season to the

outdoor season, the coaching staff is busy
with recruitment.
Rebarchek starts recruiting athletes when
they enter their junior year of high school.
Rebarchek and his staff sent out many
letters of intent and received several verbal
and written commitments last month.
"One issue with track being a spring
sport is that you have a lot of later
commitments," Rebarchek said. "You have
athletes that still have their senior season
that may not end until June, so it can be a
quick turn around at times for everybody
involved."
The Warriors will have eight outdoor
meets in the next month. The NSIC
Outdoor Championship will be held in
Winona on May 9.
BY TJ LEVERENTZ

sports reporter
tleverentzl 2@winona.edu
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The e-Warrior Digital Learning
Center STARS will be
located around campus to answer
your technology questions.
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Next Stop:
Kryzsko Commons
Lower Hyphen
Thursday, March 27

11:00 - 12:30 pm
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